Backing a Car
Mark the correct answers
1. Backing your car is often:





Difficult to do.
Less dangerous than driving forward.
Safer in large vehicles.

2. One of the most important times to check traffic behind you are before:





Backing up.
Making a sharp turn.
Crossing an intersection.

3. Whenever you back your car, you should:





Keep both hands on the steering wheel.
Rely on your mirrors.
Look over your right shoulder through the rear window.

4. Safely backing your car includes the following except:





Checking behind your vehicle before you get in.
Tapping your horn before you start moving.
Backing slowly.

5. What should your speed be when you back your car?





Close to a crawl.
No slower than 20 mph.
The legal speed limit.

6. Backing a car is generally safer than driving forward:




True
False

1 A; 2 A; 3 C; 4 B; 5 A; 6 B
Visit https://freedmvtest.org for more study sheets and interactive practice tests for your State.
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7. The law prohibits you to back a car:





In residential areas.
On controlled-access highways.
On any street.

8. You want to back out of an angle parking space. You should always back slowly and:





Look over your right shoulder.
Check your mirrors while backing.
Look straight ahead.

9. A general rule about backing is:





To always back quickly.
To adjust all mirrors before backing.
To do as little backing as possible.

10. You can use a highway shoulder to back up your car:





Only when the way is clear.
If you turn on emergency flashers.
In no situation.

11. When backing your car, you should do which of the following?





Make sure you don’t interfere with other traffic.
Keep both hands on the steering wheel.
Flash your headlights to warn others.

12. Backing up on a freeway is only allowed if you missed your exit:




True
False

7 B; 8 A; 9 C; 10 C; 11 A; 12 B;
Visit https://freedmvtest.org for more study sheets and interactive practice tests for your State.

